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Generál Berger říká Trumpovi, aby nejezdil do New
Yorku
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Generál námořní pěchoty Spojených států David H. Berger se připojil

k řadám armády a naléhal na prezidenta Donalda J. Trumpa, aby

zůstal na Floridě místo cesty do nepřátelského New Yorku, kde na něj

netrpělivě čekají prokurátor kriminálního okresu a tisíce policistů a

federálních agentů. kapitulace.
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Trump včera oznámil svůj itinerář na další dny; poletí do New Yorku

na palubě Trump Force One v pondělí odpoledne, poté zůstane v

Trump Tower až do svého úterního obvinění. Řekl, že se vrátí do

Mar-a-Lago a přednese projev v úterý večer, za předpokladu, že se ho

Bragg a Deep State nepokusí zmizet nebo mu odmítnou kauci.

Odporný Trump řekl, že přizná svou vinu a postaví se žalobcům před

soud.

Generál Berger, který od svého utrpení z rukou únosců CIA mlčí, v

neděli večer krátce hovořil s Trumpem a řekl, že s prezidentem

soucítí, ale nechápe, proč by nevinný člověk slepě vstoupil do

minového pole. Papouškoval obavy generála Smitha z toho, že Trump

narazil do pasti, potenciálního přepadení nastraženého Braggem a

vynuceného 9 600 policisty a 2 200 federálními šmejdy, kteří již

sestoupili na dolní Manhattan.

"Vím, že civilisté ve vašem kruhu vás nabádají, abyste se udal, pane

prezidente, ale podle mého názoru je to taktická chyba." I když se nic

nestane, stojí to za to riziko? Jste nevinný. Není žádný dobrý důvod,

proč se vystavovat nebezpečí,“ řekl údajně generál Berger Trumpovi.

Zdálo se, že se skutečně zajímá o prezidentovu bezpečnost, když

několikrát řekl, že Deep State nelze za žádných okolností věřit,

zvláště když roky očerňovala a démonizovala muže, který obětoval

své soukromí a osobní svobodu, aby obnovil prosperitu Republiky.

Generál Berger v emotivním monologu nazval Trumpa udatným

hrdinou, jehož vlastenecké činy konkurovaly skutkům otců

zakladatelů.

"Potřebujeme živého prezidenta Trumpa, ne mučedníka," řekl

generál Berger Trumpovi.

Trump, znějící neohroženě a sebevědomě, řekl: „Řeknu vám, že tento

hon na čarodějnice na mě nic nemá. Jedu do New Yorku. Nic se mi

nestane, generále. Dosáhli jsme toho hodně a máme plán."
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Generál Berger odpověděl příslovím o „nejlépe sestavených plánech

myší a lidí“, což znamená, že i ty nejpečlivěji vytvořené plány se

mohou zvrtnout. "Máte nezdolného ducha, pane prezidente, ale já -

nemůžeme si dovolit vás ztratit." Destruktivita Deep State nezná

hranic,“ řekl.

Trump nicméně generálovy nepříznivé zprávy odmítl a trval na tom,

že zvítězí nad neměnným zlem Deep State.

"Překročili jsme Rubikon, pane prezidente." Škody, které jsme

způsobili Deep State, jsou nenapravitelné a chtějí se pomstít. Přeji

vám štěstí a modlím se, abychom si brzy znovu promluvili,“ řekl

generál Berger a ukončil hovor.

Než bude toto zveřejněno, Trump může být na cestě do New Yorku.

Všichni bychom se měli modlit za jeho bezpečí.

Kromě toho jsem si vědom komentářů, které říkají, že skutečný

prezident Trump je v NORADu na dně a že do New Yorku pojede

dvojník. Jsem této možnosti otevřený, protože žijeme ve světě klonů,

hologramů, CGI a transformativní AI. Cítil jsem se však nucen

otisknout tento příběh, protože jsem slyšel část hovoru. Pokud je

Trump v Mar-a-Lago dvojníkem, který chodí, mluví a jedná jako

skutečný prezident Trump, tím lépe, protože musí zůstat chráněn za

každou cenu.

(Navštíveno 84 209 krát, z toho 82 návštěv dnes)
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It’s good to see General Berger’s eye healing. I hope the rest of his

body is also healing well.
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Mr. President..You are our hero and our big hope. We cannot trust

these other traitors we have found we have among us. I have heard

they have someone in your inner circle and this is Good Friday

weekend. They want to hang you with the false God analogy because

we all know that is what Obama was and I am sure he wants to hang

it on you. Remember how they had school children singing praises to

him and how they were always drawing haloes on him. Please listen

to General Burger.
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I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience

mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 3 days ago by Delavic
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Well thank goodness for our answered prayers. the president is

okay,all of the protesters are ok. He was much loved in NYC. If he,or

his double for that matter did not show up that would have been a

bench warrant. Th at would been been a huge meal for the media and

all the clucking hens on “The View.”that would have officially made

him a fugitive. He handled it with impeccable class.And he looked

clearly pissed.And yet again they fell into the trap. The best bet is for

the Judge and DA to resign,for the case to be dismissed. He showed

us he is our leader for sure. Yet again. showed General Smith his

balls are made of brass,just like his. The patriots are not sheeple,they

have remained restrained.

I like my clucking hens, they are part of my flock. They are good girls

that lay eggs for me.

 
“The View” are hate-spewing-devil’s-minions.
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No one is a fearmonger. The fear was justified and it could have gone

sideways fast. Plus, we have no idea how things went out in the

crowds. No footage there.
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You got that right. We do not want to lose another President. 3 were

assassinated in Tanzania, Burundi and Haiti, Japan’s Prime Minister

was assassinated, and Argentina’s President was nearly killed herself.

 
ISAIAH 54:17 FOR TRUMP AND FAMILY !!

No he is not. That is ridiculous.

 
Both Generals Smith and Berger were following a script.

 
Trump needed this precedent so we can begin holding public trials

and executions of traitors, genocidal mass murderers, child

predators. If they can frame a former President, then anybody can be

arrested and prosecuted by the courts. The COG (Continuation of

Government) JAG courts can now do publicly open courts with the

people seeing the results. Trump did not want to appear too eager to

go to court, or Alvin Bragg might have backed out. Thus we had the

Generals and many others warning him not to go. Mission

accomplished.

“You gotta pass to the bill to see what’s in it.” “You gotta come to

NYC to see the charges.” Trump forced them to make it a spectacle

and according to every lawyer last night – it’s a nothing burger. All

the dems are disappointed that it’s the same old stuff, nothing new!

Trump respected the rule of law , went to NY Court to hear his

charges, showing that he does not feel he’s above the law. Most

others in his position would have Zoomed in or not shown up at all.

By Trump going to NY it showed how desperate the Dems are.

Prayers answered that yesterday turned out well for America.

A plan to get Trumps DNA? Nothing is ever what it seems, I think the

whole plan was for a totally different reason which as usual, no one

got.

Some of us “Boomers” don’t use Twitter because there are many

other places to source what we want to know.

For Michael Baxter: I’d like to know if any ‘Black Hat’ military have

crossed over to the ‘White Hat’ side? …in significant numbers??
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Trump went to NY and is back home safely. So either General Berger

and General Smith are not part of the plan or RNN is all BS!

Your analytical skills are insufficient for drawing conclusions in this

case. The safety of President Trump is of paramount importance to

the Generals who are wise to the ways of the Deep State. Trump took

their advice into consideration, he values their perspective. His legal

team prepared him for facing his accusers in person. He has no fear

of the courtroom given that he has not done anything wrong. He

knows to watch for DS games that put his life at risk. Reporting on

these matters, regardless of what Trump chose to do today, does not

negate our Generals nor does it alter the professional method of

reporting on this topic. Quit complaining…

** Bragg is a braggart, seeking to move up in politics.

 
 

** These are ‘trumped-up’ false allegations, at worst minor

infractions,

 
being erroneously called felonies.

** The charges aren’t even properly listed, nor are laws

cited.

** Trump was Tuesday just awarded nearly another

$122,000 

 
from Stormy Daniels for legal fees for her fake case, 

 
on top of a previous $300,000 

 
awarded to Trump.

** Paying off a sheister to go away 

 
was done by Stormy’s sheister lawyer, Cohen,

 
who spent 14 years in prison.

** The whole thing was a set~up ~for money~ 

 
& to try to make Trump look bad politically, 

 
& to attempt to keep Cohen out of jail.
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These desperate idiots are extending the 5 year statute of limitations

on felony business charges by saying Covid regs under Andrew

Coumo authorized it. Their hubris knows no bounds.

Why isnt ANYBODY talking about charges against Biden? His

stealing documents was put out there to the public! Just one of many

criminal things he and his “pals” did. But lets do a 24-7 talk on

Trumps obvious bs bogus charge!

Biden has highly classified documents strewn in his garage! They’re

not even in a file cabinet. That is hardly under ‘lock and key.’ In

addition, Biden was not (and still is not) a president when it was

done so he did it ILLEGALLY and is a security threat. Only a

president can declassify documents. Biden is on the take with the

communist Chinese for $31 million. He is a traitor to our country, a

marxist, and he takes orders from communist China.

Off to Gitmo you go, Joe! And the same goes for Jill and Judge

Emmett Sullivan for trafficking her family members and other

people’s family members to him for sex!

I’ll ask again: What charges against Biden or Pence for “stealing

documents”?

No charges against them.

LOCK HIM UP lmao

Today [this evening] starts Passover, perfect time for kosher-nostra

arrests, i.e., Chuck Schumer, Jamie Raskin & Bernie Sanders as

perfect trifecta. Win-Place-Show.

Hard to handicap the Axlerod – Beetlejuice daily double in facing

gallows.

Have Beetlejuice to win, Axlerod to place and who knows, Rahm

Emmanuel possible late entry. Could call that the Chicago Trifecta.

Matters of Trump.
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What was the Injury that Trump allegedly inflicted?

Who experienced an “Injury in Fact” with causal connection arising

from Trump’s alleged actions?

See, Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555 (1992) Id., 560-561

Pp. 5-6, referencing three essential elements of Injury in Fact (1)

Injury inflicted upon plaintiff, (2) Causal connection between injury

and defendant’s conduct, (3) That injury is likely to be redressed by

favorable judicial decision.

Sherar v. Cullen, 486, F. 945, “for a crime to exist there must be an

injured party…, without an injured party a complaint is invalid on its

face”.

Prosecution and lawyers cannot testify. Who is the Competent

Witness that will take the stand and testify against Trump? Supra,

Trinsey v.

Trinsey v. Pagliaro, D.C. Pa. 1964, 299 F. Supp. 647 court holding:

“Statements of counsel in brief or argument are not sufficient for

summary judgement”.

United States v. Bishop, 412 U.S. 346 Court has held “[t]he meaning

of the word ‘willfully’ connoting voluntary, intentional violation of a

known legal duty. The word ‘willfully’ having two classifications, (1)

as misdemeanor having less scienter based upon caprice or careless

disregard, (2) as felony requiring evil purpose” Id., at 351.

Jones v. Coonce, 7 F.3d 1389 (8th Cir. 1993), and Bentitez v. Wolff,

985 F2d. 662 (2nd Cir. 1993) Qualified Immunity defense fails if

public officers trespass clearly established rights because reasonable

competent officials should know the law governing their conduct.

Herein myself not practicing law, no practice needed.

Last edited 5 days ago by John .S
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Chances are very good a real lawyer has already considered these

cases and many others

Three part question inadvertently not posted.

Prosecutor as “public officers” did he proceed

 
(1) capriciously with careless disregard?

 
(2) in malice having evil purpose?

 
(3) none of the above?

God of the Earth Henry Kissinger might have told the people not to

touch him, let him be. On the subject of doppelgangers – he

practically didn’t talk none, did he? Thats a giveaway (“Vantage

Point” material) – about the same when he contracted “covid” and

headed to the hospital (aka Raven Rock with nuclear controls).

Well something is going on here at RRN, because the first posts

showing up, were posted well over 12 hours ago, more like 24 hours

ago but they are showing as being posted very recently within 5

minutes to within an hour ago, so what gives, RRN?
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Perhaps they delete eveything you say, except when you say “why do

all my comments get deleted!???”

It’s annoying having to repeat this but I will.You can’t expect to

engage these demon controlled minions(Marxist Statist dems and

Rino’s)in protracted gradual generational warfare as they’ve already

ideologically subverted every generation for about the last sixty years

in becoming self replicating with no further need of outside

recruitment.Their revolutionaries are still very much in control of

http://usawork8.blogspot.com/
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every medium of USA authority in their earthly hatched spider web

except prayer to which they have no access.Astoundingly the levers of

power were willingly handed over to them even after it was known

they’d stolen the elections.The Dominion Election Systems are still

leavened throughout our nation which guarantee Marxist Statist

dem/rino victory no matter who or what they run through internet

vote switching, Obama’s network Mule system is ever ready to create,

disappear and stuff ballots anywhere and everywhere,their Antifa

and BLM criminal thugs and shock troops need only trigger

reporting applications from their Noviste media to be mustered into

actions of murder,burning,looting.Trump’s ostensibly running for re

election after he already won.It won’t matter how big his crowds are

or how many votes he gets in an election the secret is the people

really in control on Capitol Hill of both parties have already agreed

and acted both passively and actively in determining he’d be both

removed from office and never returned.Both parties are in effect

colluded against our representatively elected Constitutional Republic

and its citizens no matter what kind of encouraging articles of

Military Tribunal,rightful evil riff-raff dispatches here and there as

long as their revolutionary agenda remains progressively in motion.

There is absolutely no point in voting whatsoever. However, the

illegal immigrants will take over. What to do? Paper ballots under

armed guard, all the way. No tabulators of any kind.

I wonder what it will take for people to realize they aren’t even just

illegal immigrants anymore…. they are Invaders at this point.

Invaders. We are being invaded. Doesn’t sound good does it…

What is the plan. The mid terms were also interfered with. That was

two years After the white hats took control!! So what is to stop the

next presidential election being won by Biden?

If it led anyone or any group into agreement in prayer to God then it

certainly wasn’t “for nothing”.
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Was this “indictment” a foot in the door for discovery about the

enemies of this country? I certainly hope so. Now there is a clear path

to the government being forced to release everything, as part of the

Trump Team’s discovery against the Deep State’s prosecution.

hey will, why don’t you go fuck off? go to one of your liberal sites, oh,

i forgot, THEY DON’T ALLOW COMMENTING !

I want the White Hats to kill every traitor they find and identify.

Video tape the killings so the public can watch. I am fed up with the

political games and antics Fight fire with fire so we can watch them

burn.

Last edited 5 days ago by Mark David

I want a big house in the country, and my own island, and a gazillion

dollars, and a hovercar!
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Dude please tell us how you are earning your $9 an hour. I am

desperate for a new job.

Online, Google paid $45 per hour. Nine months have

passed since my close relative last had a job, but in the

previous month she earned $10500 by working 8 hours a

day from home. Now is the time for everyone to try this job

by using this website…

 Click the link—↠ https://prosalary1.blogspot.com/

Last edited 5 days ago by Delavic

http://usawork8.blogspot.com/
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Apparently our awesome President has returned home to Mar-a-

Lago!! There were many prayers going up for him over the past 2

days. I know that I am thankful those deep state demons were not

allowed to touch him. This DS demon prosecutor….Bragg….is the one

who will come out of this with a trip to GITMO!! He is the one

committing all the crimes here. I personally, do not want President

Trump to put himself in that dangerous position again…he means to

much to this country. However, God is in control and he took care of

him today. People were angry and protesting at the courthouse too.

God bless DJT and the White Hats.

They have nothing at all on him, This was their last gasp at trying to.

These Demoncrats wasted millions of dollars trying to find nothing

but false charges. They should be arrested .
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His lawyers and security were with him all the time.

 
It was a trap, worked like a charm. Trust the plan.

 
His business interests were turned over to his kids long before

January 20 2017.

 
Going to need a bigger mall for his Inauguration.

Trump trapped that fat halfwit Alvin Bragg and the idiot Democrats.

They fell right into the trap. Such simpletons. Their impeachments

failed, everything failed, and Trump is the most popular President in

history.

He got charged with stacked misdemeanors which will go nowhere. A

prosecutor cannot stack misdemeanors and magically call them

felonies. The 9th Circuit Appeals Court would cancel a conviction

http://usawork8.blogspot.com/
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immediately. The same 9th Circuit which just ordered Stormy to pay

Trump 121,962.56 for court costs. This was a trap, and Trump was

silent, unusually quiet, because he did not want the trap to fail. The

Judge even asked him to speak up. The idiot Democrats fell right into

the trap. The limousines, aircraft, must have been filled with

laughter, cheering, all the way home.

Last edited 5 days ago by Michael R Davis

How is that a trap for Bragg? Even if his prosecution fails, so what? It

would be a disappointment for him, but that’s about it.

Last edited 5 days ago by Will Caulfield

When the Chief Prosecutor of the Court System is caught

manipulating the courts to arrive at extra-legal outcomes in order to

knowingly harm citizens, then we must recognize that the system is

broken-completely.

Bragg will go to jail for what he just did before a nation of law-

abiding citizens…not for focusing upon Trump, but instead, due to

his ‘Captain Ahab’ pursuit of an existential ‘White whale’.

Trump risked his life, showed up to the courtroom quietly, setting

the trap. Over the weekend and Monday, he prepared the trap by

publicly attacking the judge and prosecutor, condemning,

demanding their arrest and prosecution, exposing their collusion and

bribe-taking with George Soros. Luckily, they did not have second

thoughts about their weak case. Now, Trump prosecutors, JAG

prosecutors can lawfully go after any politicians they please, a

precedent set.

How does showing up set the trap, or set precedent? The precedent

would be there whether Trump showed up or not. And he didn’t have

to go in order to publicly attack them. And according to this website,

politicians have arrested and tried by the JAG in GITMO already. So

where’s the trap? What exactly did Trump accomplish?
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Are you sure you know what a trap is?

Last edited 5 days ago by Will Caulfield

Prosecutors and JAG couldn’t lawfully go after politicians who

committed crimes before today? Weird, I’m pretty sure they could

but whatever you say bro

Last edited 5 days ago by Cyrus

Seems like Mikey is implying that the past convictions and

executions at GITMO that this website post stories about were illegal.

Uh oh….

Last edited 5 days ago by Will Caulfield

JAG prosecutions of corrupt treasonous politicians and former

Presidents are not publicly known, are they? With this precedent set

before the public, now JAG can start publicly prosecuting them. The

totally corrupt civil judiciary can not be trusted, so therefore the

citizenry will be satisfied with the military handling it. I expect to see

public trials soon, and perhaps videos of past trials.

Still, not a trap. And yes, corrupt politicians have been publicly

prosecuted.

What the hell are you talking about?

Also, #soon.

Last edited 5 days ago by Will Caulfield

Bragg leaked the contents of the grand jury to the press. That is a

FELONY. It is Bragg who is committing the crimes!

And what exactly did Trump do to set this trap? I mean, you could

easily argue that this is a political prosecution and the Democrats are

shooting themselves in the foot with it, but what exactly is it that you

think Trump did?
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Have to agree. This was no “trap” because no one was caught and

nothing had changed. “Trap” tends to get overused on these pages
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Alvin Bragg charged Trump with “false business entries”.

 
Pay up Stormy. US 9th Circuit Court of Appeals just awarded Trump

121,962.56 in attorney fees from Stormy Daniels, in addition to

almost 500,000 she already owes him. Yes, she admitted publicly

twice that there was no affair with Trump, which the 9th Circuit

knows very well.

All of his business interests were turned over to his kids long before

the January 20 2017 inauguration. So Donald Jr made some typos?

 
Our Commander-in-Chief wins another battle.

Fake news up here is trying to stir up sh!t.. it ain’t work’in.

Bragg took 11 questionable misdemeanors, added 3 legal counts on

each, and stacked them to 33 misdemeanors. Then with some legal

hocus pocus, he added a questionable 34th misdemeanor, hyped

them to 34 felonies. Since they are tied to two lying women,

McDougal with her original anonymous names, and Stormy, the

misdemeanors have no legal standing. Stormy admitted twice

publicly that there was no affair with Trump, but the corrupt Soros

prosecutors and judges convinced her to lie some more with no

purjury charges, which is why the 9th Circuit Appeals Court ordered

her to pay Trump’s court costs, already owing him almost 500,000

for other court ordered court costs.

http://usawork8.blogspot.com/
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When I said it ain’t work’in.. it’s the fake news BS that’s not grabbing

traction and working.

President Trump let them throw their punches. Rope a dope.

Also this case also throws the doors wide open to indicting any other

president of the former USA Inc. Grand Jury in Fla. is now going

after the biden crime family with evidence of child trafficking etc.

God will provide a way for me to be able to afford more jiffy PoP

 
LoL

Bullshit dude. He got charged with stacked misdemeanors which will

go nowhere. This was a trap, and Trump was silent because he did

not want the trap to fail. The idiot Democrats fell right into the trap.

The limousines, aircraft, must have been filled with laughter,

cheering, all the way home.

You could see by his countenance, his stance, his poise, his facial

expression, his whole aura, that it did not go at all well in that court

room today. It was scary when he came out of those doors. The look

on his face said everything. He looked doomed. Then, of course, his

speech was just like all the others: what he will do if he is re-elected.

Nothing was said about the charges, what he thinks about them,

whether they are true or not, nothing. No explanation to the

American people or to the world as to what his stance is on the

allegations, and even, what the allegations really are. He just spoke

about 2024 like we all just have to ignore what may, or may not, be

going on. Sort of like gaslighting…let’s just move on here. 2024 is

coming. Hmmmm.

I just saw the felonies also, on the msm news all wrote up. If he got it

reduced to misdemeanors or the news lied IDK.

They released the indictment, the full document. It’s 34 felony

charges. Mikey here is just coping, that’s all
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Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making nb

money online more than $20k just by doing simple work With No

Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for more

info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 
open this link…….. http://usawork8.blogspot.com

Last edited 5 days ago by Delavic

This whole Q movement is nothing but a psyop of the powers at be!

This Trump ruse “trial” is quite funny and insulting for the

discerning! There is not a white hat/black hat. It’s just a movie, as

they like to call it, to make most of America believe a white knight is

coming to save them! Q could never be so accurate in terms of

predicting occurrences and the time of occurrences unless THEY

PLANNED IT ALL. “Good cop/Trump” “Bad cop/Biden” is a ruse!

How exactly is Trump to win if the polls are rigged? It’s because it

will be rigged for him so he becomes the new king and the mostly

conservative voting base thinks things will be corrected and evil

purged under the new king! That is the easiest way to control an

armed Populace… Dont worry, we’ve got this for you! Trust “The

Plan”!! In the meantime, Elections are not fixed and the outrage over

the fact the DOD/US Military had the bioweapon and the death jab

created for their use against us has fizzled! Have we gotten to point

of just a few million deaths and maiming or adults and kids are ok if

the rest of us are “saved”??!!

 
Focus on the most important aspect of all this to the elitists… the

control of one currency run by the World Bank, one government, and

one military, etc! Our government “leaders” answer to The Round

Table of the CFR, and this has been in play since 1913( actually 1910

when Fed Reserve formed in secret)! No government would be

allowed to stay in power unless the populace believes taxes are

necessary for the government to “protect them”, but in this case they

use Climate change and the 30-40 billion spent to save is from our

self-destructive lifestyles! And guess what… gullible Americans get in

line for this slight of hand! If you want your country back, it’s going

http://usawork8.blogspot.com/
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to have to be a fight. The “black hats/white hats” will not surrender

without a fight! Why would they cede all the power and money… over

a threat from our new king?! Think not. The elites want you to buy to

precious metals as they own quite a bit! As they become rare, prices

rise, inflation hits, rates rise, and bankruptcies come in droves. Then,

the banks and elites foreclose on peoples homes, assets, or whatever

at rock bottom prices! They do this over and over.. it’s called their

“business cycle” sponsored by your local Fed Reserve! Follow the

money and power, not the “movie” to distract you? Wake up Sheeple!

Wake up retires military and follow your oath to defend!

If that was the plan all along, they could have had Hillary win and we

would have already been dead or in FEMA camps, etc. That was their

plan. There are over 100,000,000 well armed citizens waiting for

Trump’s/White Hats plan. If this administration had the nuclear

football we would already been in a nuclear war and probably dead

or dying. I’ve thought about the same thing you’re saying except I

came to the conclusion that it was impossible. If what you say turns

out to be true then over 100,000,000 highly armed Americans

(many which have purchased arms/ammo in the last four years) are

going to be pretty pissed. If the white hats/black hats are actually

working together they certainly would not have awakened all those

heavily armed patriots. Just my humble opinion.

Deer rifles and semi-auto AR-15’s against SAW’s, Ma Deuces,

miniguns, mortars, artillery, and combat aircraft. Don’t like those

odds.

Who is going to be firing those SAWs, Ma Deuces, miniguns,

mortars, artillery, combat aircraft against us? Politicians, FBI,

FEMA, CIA, ANTIFA, Pedos? Not our military under Generals Smith

and Berger.

 
We like those odds.
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I thought only part of the military, a small part, are qualified to wear

the white hats. The rest presumably would take up arms if ordered to

do so

Which one of the so called 8 Hillary clones/actors/whatever?! As

long as someone is playing these people, it doesn’t matter if it’s the

true one! That has and will not change.

I don’t remember any Q drop regarding Hilary fleeing. And if she did

flee she ‘had’ to come/be brought back.

No, Because we would NOT have accepted her and we have

100,000,000 UNITED reasons they could not use her! She would

have been the spark to start to wake us all up at once! Follow the

money, follow who is really in control , and give the masses a white

knight to whom they will not object and will fall in line behind! Calm

everyone in one fell swoop with a savior, then persecute him so he

appears to be their enemy and not part of their global plan. It’s just

too easy to pull off… truth is in plain sight to see. I hope I am wrong,

but reason tells me otherwise!

SOLUTION:

The answer for us is retired military leading these 100,000,000 in

taking back the country in a non-civil war fashion— fight the right

powers that rule as we speak! If we fight each other, they can come in

and take it without much effort.

That is what the ‘Black Hats’ want – any sniff of an armed rebellion

and they will start the ‘civil war’. Look at what they did on Jan. 6th.

I still give the people the upper hand. More rounds, more people,

more guns, more land resources to utilize. Cities will fall fast. Those

who escape cities will run into live fire. Burning cities shelter few,

country folk shelter no one. Fail to prepare…. prepare to fail !
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Sure. Dig a little deeper. Do you eat food? They are in the process of

contaminating our foods. So your death count is meaningless,

considering that number will continue to increase. This is not

cyclical. This is an agenda that is pushed by a time table… obviously

one you know nothing about or chose not to consider….. careful what

you eat

First of all, all food is poisoned. All water is poisoned. All medicine is

poisoned. I’m well aware. So, the solution is to trust a “plan” that no

one has seen ( except mysterious Q) and with no intended outcome

except what “truthers” have told us?! Sorry, you can follow that line

of thinking, but I’ll think for myself and prepare for the worst as

“truthers” rack up many $$ telling their fairy tale!

 
Americans do not know suffering or how to do without. That day is

here I’m sorry to say, but most accept it lying down like the death

and destruction of the bioweapon and death jabs. Americans should

be pulling doctors out of their offices, but that would not be civil,

right?! In this case, patience is not a virtue; it’s exactly what the evil

people in control would like to see us exercise as a GROUP so we

don’t focus on them as a GROUP. Sure, military is the only way, but

it is split and still involved all over the world where it should not be.

Until that is solved, this “plan” is fool’s gold. But, that’s just what I

think. I guess that only matters to me… I’m good with that. Why

would Trump “run” for president in 2024 if we all know the elections

are fraudulent?!! He runs because they ( those now in control) say he

will win. What better way to confirm the arrival of a white knight in

2024 AND KEEP THE NATION SEDATED! Right Q?!

Q was a larp, I think a lot of Q believers have figured that out by now

but Michael Baxter is doing his best to keep the larp alive here to

rake in y’all’s sweet donation money

I saw the Watkins’ interviewed on HBO. From their answers it’s clear

they are Q. But now we’re told Q’s identity, or even his reality, is

irrelevant
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Google pays $300 on a regular basis. My latest salary check

was $8600 for working 10 hours a week on the internet. My

younger sibling has been averaging $19k for the last few

months, and he constantly works approximately 24 hours.

I’m not sure how simple it was once I checked it out. 

This is my main

concern………. https://prosalary1.blogspot.com/

Last edited 5 days ago by Delavic

The REAL President Donald J.Trump has at least 4-6 doppelgangers

on standby to walk as he does, from house to vehicle to plane.

Vydělejte pro každého (26 000 $ __ 38 000 $) měsíc online

Vydělávání nb peněz online více než 20 000 $ jen jednoduchou prací

bez předchozích zkušeností nebo dovedností. Buďte svým vlastním

šéfem A pro více informací navštivte kteroukoli záložku tohoto webu

Díky moc, stačí 

 
otevřít tento odkaz…….. http://usawork8.blogspot.com

Naposledy upravil před 5 dny Delavic
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